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IN THE SUPREME COURT FOR THE STATE OF UTAH 
BRENT C. HILL, AUDREY HILL, 
RUSSELL W. MANGUM, CAROLE 
MANGUM, and HILL MANGUM 
INVESTMENTS, a Utah general APPEAL BRIEF 
partnership, 
Plaintiffs/Appellants, Docket No. 890375 
vs. 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
Defendant/Respondent. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Plaintiffs' appeal from an award of summary judgment in 
favor of the Defendant, Seattle First National Bank (hereinafter 
"Sea First"). The trial court erred in awarding a summary 
judgment to the Defendant in two respects. First, several issues 
of material fact exist as to the breach of contract claims found 
1 
in Plaintiffs' second and fourth causes of action which should 
have precluded summary judgment. 
Second, a cause of action raised by the Plaintiffs was 
decided by the findings of fact and conclusions of law entered in 
a related but not identical case in Federal District court and 
the trial court found that Plaintiffs were collaterally estopped 
from challenging that finding in the state court action which 
gave rise to this appeal. The doctrine of collateral estoppel is 
inapplicable where the issue tried in the other case is not 
identical to the issue raised in the present case. 
JURISDICTION 
The Supreme Court has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant 
to § 78-2-2(3)(j) Utah Code Ann. (1953 as amended). 
ISSUES RAISED ON APPEAL 
1. Whether a genuine issue of material fact exists which 
should have precluded the awarding of summary judgment in favor 
of the Defendant? 
2. Whether the trial court erred in applying the doctrine 
of collateral estoppel to the Plaintiffs' claims against Seattle 
First National Bank? 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case 
This appeal arises out of a loan (hereinafter "the HMI 
loan") made by Citizens Bank (hereinafter "Citizens") to Hill 
Mangum Investments (hereinafter "HMI") and the individual 
Plaintiffs to finance the construction of a condominium project 
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known as the Garden Towers in Salt Lake City, Utah. The HMI loan 
was secured by a trust deed on the Garden Towers condominium 
project in favor of Citizens. Seattle First National Bank 
entered into a participation agreement with Citizens on the HMI 
loan. 
Plaintiffs brought suit in the Third District Court in Salt 
Lake County against Sea First alleging damages caused by the 
wrongful acts of Sea First in connection with the HMI loan. 
B. Course of Proceedings 
The HMI loan was the subject of litigation in the Third 
Judicial District Court in December of 1984 whereby Citizens 
sought to foreclose upon the trust deed securing that loan. 
Citizens was then taken over in late 1985 by the Utah Department 
of Financial Institutions. The Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (hereinafter "FDIC") was named as the receiver and it 
acquired the HMI loan. 
The Citizens lawsuit was removed by the FDIC to the United 
States District Court for the District of Utah in (FDIC v. Hill 
Manaum Investments. et aL, Civil # 86C-1020J) . Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins awarded the FDIC partial summary judgment in that matter 
and entered a decree of foreclosure on September 3, 1987. The 
property was sold and Judge Jenkins awarded the FDIC summary 
judgment for the deficiency against Brent C. Hill, Audrey C. 
Hill, Russell W. Mangum and Carole J. Mangum in the total amount 
Of $3,960,874.40. 
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Plaintiffs then brought this action against Sea First on 
November 25, 1987. Plaintiffs allege, among other things, breach 
of contract and intentional interference with business relations 
by Sea First. While these claims mirror the claims asserted 
against Citizens/FDIC in the federal court action, they are 
asserted against a party that stood in a different relationship 
with them and therefore, should be considered independent of that 
action. 
On January 26, 1990, Defendant Seattle First National Bank 
filed a Motion for Summary Judgment against all Plaintiffs. Oral 
argument on this Motion was heard by the court on May 1, 1989, 
and the court took the matter under advisement. 
C. Disposition at Trial Court 
This appeal arises from a Memorandum Decision and Order 
entered by Judge Michael R. Murphy on June 12, 1989, awarding 
summary judgment to the Defendant, Seattle First National Bank 
(hereinafter "Sea First"). A copy of that Memorandum Decision 
and Order is attached hereto as Addendum A. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
In 1980, Plaintiffs began the development of a ten-story 
condominium apartment complex known as Garden Towers and located 
near Second Avenue and "A" Street, Salt Lake City, Utah. (R. 3 
and 20) Plaintiffs arranged to receive construction financing 
from Citizens Bank. (R. 4 and 20) First Security Bank issued a 
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commitment addressed to Citizens wherein it agreed to provide 
takeout funding upon completion of construction subject to 
certain criteria. (R. 4, 20 and 324) 
On April 22, 1980, Plaintiffs executed a promissory note to 
Citizens in the principal amount of $3,300,000.00. (R. 4 and 20) 
On October 16, 1981, Plaintiffs executed a replacement note in 
the principal amount of $3,800,000.00. (R. 4 and 21) On April 
15, 1982, Plaintiffs executed a second replacement note in the 
principal amount of $3,800,000.00. (R. 4 and 21) Each of these 
promissory notes were prepared by Citizens Bank and stated that 
"interest shall accrue at an annual rate of 2-1/4 percent above 
the prime rate of interest offered by Seattle First, Seattle, 
Washington, to its most responsible and substantial commercial 
borrowers, calculated on the basis of a 365-day year and on the 
actual days outstanding." (R. 4 and 21) 
Each of the notes was made by and between Citizens Bank and 
the Plaintiffs. (R. 82-91) However, Citizens Bank and Sea First 
entered into a participation agreement for each of the promissory 
notes signed by the Plaintiffs in favor of Citizens. (R. 35-40) 
The second of those participation agreements dated December 14, 
1981, was for 100% of the loan amount. (R. 37) 
In fact, Sea First acted and directed the Plaintiffs as if 
it were the sole lender. (R. 320) Sea First directed Citizens to 
step back and remain out of the picture with the Plaintiffs. (R. 
300) Sea First and not Citizens was directly involved in the 
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construction and day-to-day operations at the Garden Towers 
condominium project, including the determination of a sales 
strategy and the real broker for the project. (R. 4-5, 290, 300) 
Citizens Bank and Sea First agreed to provide financing to 
the individual condominium purchasers. (R. 6, 34, 196, 290) 
Numerous applications for financing were submitted to Sea First 
by J.R. Boswell and Ned R. Fox. (R. 296, 300) Only one of these 
applications was responded to by Sea First despite their promise 
to make financing available. (R. 6, 22, 33) 
The Plaintiffs1 loan with Citizens matured on May 1, 1983. 
(R. 88-91) The takeout commitment by FSB was rejected on July 1, 
1983, and as a result, Plaintiffs lost their interest in the 
Garden Towers project. (R. 6-7, 52, 337) 
ARGUMENT 
I. SEVERAL QUESTIONS OP MATERIAL FACT 
EXIST WHICH SHOULD HAVE PRECLUDED 
THE GRANTING OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON THE SECOND 
AND FOURTH CAUSES OF ACTION 
A. Plaintiff's Second Cause of Action 
Plaintiffs1 second cause of action was based upon a breach 
of contract which occurred when Citizens Bank/Sea First failed to 
submit an acceptable presentation of the construction loan to 
First Security Bank. 
Affidavits submitted by Plaintiffs raise material questions 
of fact regarding the relationship between Sea First and the 
Plaintiffs with respect to the takeout financing. The Affidavit 
submitted to the court by Benjamin H. Christiansen raises the 
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issue of the motivation behind First Security Bank's denial of 
the takeout financing. (See Addendum B) Contrary to what the 
correspondence related to this commitment indicates, Mr. 
Christiansen attested that the refusal to provide the takeout 
financing was related to a non-related commitment made to First 
Security Bank by Sea First which had not been honored. (R. 192) 
It is clear that there is a dispute as to the material facts 
surrounding the role of Sea First in the failure of First 
Security to provide the takeout financing for the Garden Towers 
project. This disputed fact should have precluded the award of 
summary judgment by the trial court. 
B. Plaintiff's Fourth Cause of Action 
Plaintiffs' fourth cause of action is based upon the failure 
of Sea First to provide financing to individual condominium 
purchasers. Sea First orally promised to consider applications 
for financing and provide financing to qualified buyers at the 
market rates. Plaintiffs have submitted a number of Affidavits 
which support this claim and apparently those were rejected by 
the court below. See Affidavits of Fox, Boswell, Mangum and Hill 
(Attached as Addenda C, D, E & F)• At the very least, these 
Affidavits raise a question of fact with regards to Sea First's 
breach of that promise to provide financing. 
The trial court also found that there was no admissable 
evidence presented which demonstrated the wrongful rejection of a 
purchase financing arrangement within the four-year limitation 
period. In fact, Plaintiffs did not specifically claim that Sea 
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First wrongfully rejected any proposed financing, rather 
Plaintiffs claimed that Sea First failed to respond at all to 
applications made by potentially qualified purchasers. 
The Affidavit of J.R. Boswell specifically states that he 
sent to Al Espy at Sea First a number of applications provided to 
him by Ned Fox subsequent to the meeting in Seattle in March of 
1984 (See Addendum D). The failure of Sea First to respond to 
these applications was the precise breach complained of by the 
Plaintiffs. The exact dates of breach by Sea First cannot be 
determined as the breach was in the form of a failure to act. 
Summary judgment is properly granted when the trial court 
determines that "there is no issue of material fact and that the 
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." Utah 
Rules of Civil Procedure 56(c). This court has recognized that 
in an appeal from a grant of summary judgment, the appellate 
court must view all the facts presented in a light most favorable 
to the losing party below. Blue Cross and Blue Shield v. State, 
779 P.2d 634, 636 (Utah 1989); English v. Kienke, 774 P.2d 1154 
(Utah Ct. App. 1989). There are clearly questions of material 
fact which should have precluded the award of summary judgment in 
favor of the Defendant on Plaintiffs' second and fourth causes of 
action. 
II. THE DOCTRINE OF COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL WAS 
IMPROPERLY APPLIED TO THE ISSUE OF WHETHER A 
CONTRACT EXISTED BETWEEN SEA FIRST AND THE 
PLAINTIFFS. 
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The trial court granted Defendant's summary judgment on this 
cause of action on the basis of a finding of fact made by the 
Honorable Bruce S. Jenkins in the related case of F.D.I.C. v. 
Hill Manaum Investments, et al. Civil No. 86C-1020J (Attached as 
Addendum G). 
In that case, the Judge Jenkins found that the takeout loan 
commitment was between Citizens Bank and First Security Bank and 
that Defendants in that action (Plaintiffs here) had no rights 
under that contract. The court further stated that "to the 
extent that defendants claim rights under that commitment as 
against the FDIC (the successor to Citizens), their claims are 
barred as a matter of law under Lanaley." (Lanalev v. FDICf 484 
U.S. 86, 98 L.Ed 2d 340, 108 S.Ct. 396 (1987)). 
While Judge Jenkins clearly resolved that issue in favor of 
the FDIC, that ruling did not address the claims which HMI have 
asserted against Sea First involving that takeout loan 
commitment. Despite the fact that the ruling clearly addresses 
their claims against the FDIC (Citizens) only, the trial court 
ruled that Judge Jenkins1 finding was a basis for dismissing 
Plaintiffs1 second cause of action in this matter. The rules of 
issue preclusion dictate that the adjudication of an issue bars 
its re-litigation only if four requirements are met. Madsen v. 
Borthick. 769 P.2d 245, 250 (Utah 1988); Noble v. Noble, 761 P.2d 
1369, 1374 n.5 (Utah 1988); Wilde v. Mid-Centurv Insurance Co.. 
635 P.2d 417, 419 (Utah 1981). This case does not meet the first 
of those requirements which is that the issue in both cases must 
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be identical. The issue decided in the FDIC case was whether 
Hill Mangum had any claims against the FDIC (Citizens) under the 
takeout financing commitment it entered into with First Security 
Bank. 
The issue decided by Judge Jenkins and relied upon by Judge 
Murphy is not the same issue presented in the case appealed here. 
The question below was whether Sea First owed any duty to HMI 
under the takeout financing commitment and their failure to 
adequately present that loan to First Security Bank. Plaintiffs 
have argued that Sea First acted independently and apart from 
Citizens after they entered into the loan participation 
agreement. This independent conduct created duties which ran to 
the Plaintiffs apart from the takeout financing commitment which 
was relied upon by Judge Jenkins. 
As established by the Affidavits of Boswell, Fox, Wilson, 
and Christiansen, Sea First made many of the decisions and 
basically acted as the lender in its relationship with HMI after 
entering into the loan participation agreements with Citizens 
(see Addenda D, C, H & I). They directed HMI to change real 
estate brokers and sales strategies as well as required HMI to 
submit monthly progress reports 
Plaintiffs argue that Sea First owed them a duty similar to 
that owed by Citizens to submit the construction loan to First 
Security Bank and use their best efforts to see that it was 
approved by virtue of the participation agreement. The duty of 
Sea First however, did not arise out of the takeout financing 
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agreement, it arose out of its relationship with Citizens and the 
Plaintiffs under the loan participation agreement. Sea First did 
not stand in the same position as Citizens and the FDIC and 
therefore, that finding should not collaterally estop the 
Plaintiffs from pursuing their claim against Sea First in this 
action. 
The standard for review when determining whether the facts 
presented below require, as a matter of law, the entry of 
judgment for the defendant, does not require this court to give 
deference to the trial court's conclusions of law. Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield v. State, 779 P.2d 634, 636 (Utah 1989); Barber 
v. Farmers Insurance Exchange. 751 P.2d 248 (Utah Ct. App. 1988). 
The application of the doctrine of collateral estoppel by the 
trial judge was improper where the issue decided was not 
identical to that decided by Judge Jenkins in the federal court 
case. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiffs are seeking to have this court overturn the award 
of summary judgment in favor of the Defendant for two reasons. 
First, because there are a number of material facts which are in 
dispute and which should have precluded a summary judgment. 
Second, the doctrine of collateral estoppel which was relied upon 
in awarding Defendant summary judgment on Plaintiffs' second 
cause of action was erroneously applied. The issue which was 
decided in the FDIC matter was not identical to the claim made 
against Sea First in this action. 
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day of May, 1990. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
GREEN & BERRY 
SDERICK N. GtREEN^  
JULIE V. LUND ^ 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Appellants 
day of May, 1990. 
/v^KV\d(cL<L^ 
LORIN N. PACE 
Co-Counsel for 
Plaintiffs/Appellants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
COMES NOW Julie V. Lund, attorney for the 
Plaintiffs/Appellants in the above-entitled action, and hereby 
certifies that she has served the Defendant/Respondent with an 
Appeal Brief by mailing four (4) true and correct copies thereof 
to Cullen Battle of the firm of Fabian & Clendenin, attorneys for 
Defendant/Respondent, at 215 South State Street, Salt Lake City, 
Utah 84151, on this 29th day of May, 1990. 
Dated this 2^ 1 day of May, 1990. 
GREEN & BERRY 
.--ktu.V. IUIAA 
/JULIEJV. LUND 
1
 Attorney for Plaintiffs/ 
Appellants 
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ADDENDA 
HtfDBiSTSUCT COMET 
Third judicial Distiict 
JUN 1 2 1989 
Deputy OefK 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
BRENT C. HILL, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
CIVIL NO. C-87-7694 
This matter is before the court on defendant Seattle First 
National Bank's ("Sea-First") Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Sea-First in part relies on the judgment in FDIC v. Hill 
Mangum Investments, Civil No. 86C-1020J (U.S. District Court for 
the District of Utah, April 29, 1988) ("FDIC action"). 
Plaintiffs rely on Langley v. FDIC, 98 L.Ed2d 340 (1987) to limit 
any collateral estoppel effect from the judgment in the FDIC 
action. As a consequence, this court must determine the 
applicability on this case of the doctrine of collateral estoppel 
in light of Langley. 
Langley did not involve the doctrine of collateral estoppel. 
It merely construed Section 2(13)(e) of the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Act of 1950, 12 U.S.C. Section 1823(e), which purports 
to insulate the FDIC, as the successor to the assets of a failed 
HILL V. SEATTLE FIRST NAT. PAGE TWO MEMORANDUM DECISION 
bank, against certain claims and defenses of persons asserting an 
adverse interest in assets or security of the failed bank. 
Plaintiffs contend that because 12 U.S.C. Section 1823(e) is 
for the especial benefit of the FDIC, Sea-First cannot invoke the 
doctrine of collateral estoppel premised on an FDIC judgment 
under 12 U.S.C. Section 1823 (e). There is some merit to 
plaintiffs' contention, but it goes too far. To the extent the 
judgment in question is not dependent on 12 U.S.C. Section 
1823(e), it may qualify to preclude relitigation of the same 
issues. 
The judgment in the FDIC action contains the following in 
its findings and conclusions: the defendants concede that 
alleged interest overcharges did not exceed $250,000.00 and the 
FDIC waived $250,000.00 in disputed interest in exchange for a 
judgment on the remaining deficiency. Because the factual issues 
concerning interest overcharges in the FDIC action were expressly 
essential to the entry of judgment and are again presented in 
this action, the resolution thereof in the FDIC action are 
entitled to collateral estoppel effect in this action. See, 
Copper State Thrift and Loan v. Bruno, 735 P.2d 387, 390 (Utah 
App. 1987). These plaintiffs, then, have received the maximum 
potential benefit from alleged interest overcharges as a result 
of a $250,000.00 reduction in the deficiency judgment in the FDIC 
p'*-:.:; 
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action. The First Cause of Action in the instant case should 
therefore be dismissed. 
The judgment in the FDIC action further provided that the 
plaintiffs in the instant case were not parties to the written 
takeout commitment between Citizens Bank and First Security Bank 
and thus created no rights in their favor. The court in the FDIC 
action concluded from this that Langley barred their claims. The 
consequences flowing from Langley are not entitled to collateral 
estoppel effect but the plaintiffs in this action are 
collaterally estopped from challenging the independent, 
underlying findings and conclusions, i.e., the written commitment 
created no rights in favor of these plaintiffs. The Second Cause 
of Action should therefore be dismissed. 
The Third Cause of Action alleges tortious interference with 
business relations premised on alleged interest overcharges, the 
failure to effectuate the First Security takeout commitment, 
improper application of loan payments to interest rather than 
principal, and failure to provide purchaser financing for 
individual condominium units. The interest overcharge 
allegations and the failure of the takeout commitment have 
previously been addressed and neither can be a premise for any 
claims in this case. The last replacement note matured on May 1, 
1983 and the inference is that any misapplication of payments to 
interest therefore occurred more than four years prior to the 
HILL V. SEATTLE FIRST NAT. PAGE FOUR MEMORANDUM DECISION 
running of the four year statute of limitations, Section 78-12-
25, Utah Code Ann. Plaintiffs have failed to counter this 
inference in any affidavit and have not really addressed the 
allegation of misapplication of payments to interest. 
Furthermore, plaintiffs have not presented admissible evidence of 
any particular purchase financing arrangement which was 
wrongfully rejected by Sea-First within the four year limitations 
period. Affidavit testimony that 18 unspecified offers were 
submitted to Sea-First "between August, 1983 to the date of 
foreclosure" is inadequate. The Third and Fourth Causes of 
Action, then, should be dismissed. 
The Fifth Cause of Action, alleging fraud, fails to comply 
with Rule 9(b), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Notwithstanding 
the deficiency, defendant chose to answer the complaint and 
proceed with discovery. The pending motion before the court is 
for summary judgment under Rule 56 and the pleadings, depositions 
and affidavits indicate there is no genuine issue of material 
fact. Defendant is therefore entitled to judgment as a matter of 
law on the Fifth Cause of Action. The court, however, is 
persuaded that plaintiffs are entitled to amend their pleadings 
in an attempt to state a claim for fraud. 
At the hearing on defendant's motion, plaintiffs orally 
withdrew their Sixth and Seventh Causes of Action. 
*:' 
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, 
1. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment is granted as 
to the First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Cause of Action. 
2. Plaintiffs are given until and including June 26, 1989 
in which to file an Amended Complaint setting forth a claim for 
relief for fraud as an amendment to their Fifth Cause of Action. 
3. The Sixth and Seventh Causes of Action are dismissed. 
Dated this / £> day of June, 1989. 
[LLJ y. 
MICHAEL R. MURPHY 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
vv o-.;... -.- ~i 
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MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Memorandum Decision and Order, postage prepaid, to 
the following, this /<2 day of June, 1989: 
Lorin C. Pace 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
350 South 400 East, Suite 101 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
W. Cullen Battle 
P. Bruce Badger 
Attorneys for Defendant 
215 S. State, 12th Floor 
P.O. Box 510210 
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 84151 
LtJ^f fib 
LORIN N. PACE #2498 
PACE & PARSONS 
350 South 400 East, Suite 101 
Salt ^ake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 364-1300 
Attorney for Defendant 
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Third Judicial District 
MAY -1 1989 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
BRENT C. HILL, AUDREY HILL, 
RUSSELL W. MANGUM, CAROLE 
MANGUM, HILL MANGUM INVESTMENTS, 
a Utah General Partnership 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
Defendant. 
SECOND 
A F F I D A V I T 
OF BENJAMIN H. CHRISTIANSEN 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
SET ASIDE SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil NO. C87-07694 
Judge Michael R. Murphy 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Benjamin H. Christiansen being first duly sworn deposes 
and says: 
1. He was Vice President of First Security National 
Bank (FSB), Salt Lake City, Utah from 1977 until March 10, 1983. 
2. He was the loan officer for projects that Hill-
Mangum Investments (HMI) were developing and specifically for a 
project at 141 East 2nd Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah known as 
Garden Towers. 
3. Hill-Mangum Investments (HMI) made a loan request 
to my superior, Norval Lambert (Senior Vice President of FSB) 
which was approved. 
4. John Pitcher was Vice President of Citizens 
Mortgage and I met with John Pitcher at the office of Citizens 
Mortgage at Citizens Bank in Salt Lake City, Utah about March of 
1980. John Pitcher, Brent Hill and Russell Mangum were present. 
The three of us talked to John Pitcher about getting a loan for 
Hill Mangum to build Garden Towers Condominiums. I told Pitcher 
that I was authorized to extend a take out commitment if Citizens 
would make the loan. 
5. A few days later together with Russell Mangum and 
Brent Hill, we met with John Pitcher again. He told us that the 
loan "looked good"; that he had talked to someone at Seattle 
First National Bank and the Bank was very strongly interested in 
doing the loan as soon as possible. 
6. At the same meeting, John Pitcher told us we would 
need to take the loan package to Seattle First National. 
Accordingly, in March 1989 I accompanied Russell W. Mangum to the 
Sea First offices in Seattle. There we met with George Lovell 
and Art Managree. On behalf of Sea First, these men orally 
approved the loan application for $3,300,000.00 
7. Soon after our return, I prepared and delivered a 
signed take-out loan commitment letter to Citizens Mortgage for 
the benefit of HMI. See Exhibit A to Christiansen Affidavit. 
8. I was directed by my superior Mr. Lambert to 
closely follow the project. I attended all monthly job construc-
tion meetings to represent FSB interests. 
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9. On or about the 15th of April, 1980 I contacted 
John Pitcher by phone to discuss the take out commitment. He 
told me to take up commitment matters directly with the lender, 
Sea First. 
10. On or about the 20th day of April, I had a number 
of discussions with George Lovell of Sea First about the loan 
commitment. He directed me to make certain modifications and 
deliver it to Citizens Mortgage. 
Dated this p^j? day of April, 1989 
Subscribed and sworn before me/this day of April, 
c ./or 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
RESIDING IN SALT LAKE COUNTY 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
- 3 -
OG^LO 
Jii'fif fumtmiii Unlit urlllnli 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
MEMEEK FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION SYSTEM OF BANKS 
FOST OFFICE IOX 720. 405 SOUTH MAIN ST I EFT 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 14110 
March 31, 1980 
Citizens Mortgage Company 
285 West No. Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Gentlemen: 
By this let ter , First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. (First Security) 
agrees on the terms and conditions set forth below to buy from Citizens 
Mortgage Company (CMC) a construction loan made by CMC to Brent C. Hi l l 
and Russell M. Mangum not to exceed an original loan amount of $3,300,000.00 
The terms and conditions to be satisfied before First Security shall 
buy the loan are as follows: 
1 . The loan must be secured by a valid f i rs t lien on a completed 
9 story high-rise condominium project containing 39 units. 
An architect approved by First Security shall certify completion 
according to plans and specifications previously approved by First 
Security. At such time as the plans and specifications are 
submitted to First Security for approval, they shall be accompanied 
by a detailed Cost Breakdown, a Legal Description of the real 
property, a l l legal documents to be used for creation of the 
condominium, and Appraisal and Market Study prepared by a level 3 
FNMA appraiser and such other documents as First Security may 
reasonably require in order to underwrite the project, 
2. The property shall be free from mechanics liens or other 
encumberanees which would interfere with sales of individual 
units at the time that First Security purchases the loan. 
3. No portion of the security shall have been released except 
that individual condominium units may have been released 
i f the $3,300,000.00 original loan amount is reduced by the 
larger of the following amounts: 
a. 80S of the sales price of the unit, or 
b. The original loan amount divided by the total number 
of units in the project, with the result multiplied 
by 120%. 
EXHIBIT "A" 
l ~ V k ^ 
4. The loan amount shall be equivalent to the actual cost of 
construction of the units, or less, and shall not include 
land costs or profit to the developer. The land shall be 
owned by the developer free and clear of liens or encumberances 
at the time the loan is made. There shall be no subordination 
of the interest of any other party to the lien. 
5. Interest shall be paid current to the day First Security 
purchases the loan. 
6. At the time that First Security buys the loan, the loan shall 
bear interest at a rate which meets the approval of First 
Security or the interest rate shall be subject to being 
modified by First Security without any requirement that the 
borrower approve the amendment. .1- » ^ v « ^ ( s^c*^, r^^ - t ^ s ^ 
7. CMC shall account to First Security and demonstrate that all *-** * w 
funds have been disbursed for construction costs to the best of T T ^ #H*f 
CMC's knowledge. w2~iU 
8. CMC shall give First Security 30 days written notice of CMC's 
intent to sell the loan to First Security. The notice shall 
be addressed to Norval H. Lambert, First Security Bank of 
Utah, N.A., Mortgage Loan Department, 405 South Main Street, 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111. The notice shall not be given 
less than 35 months from the date the loan is closed nor shall 
it be given more than 38 months after the loan is closed 
and in no event shall First Security buy the loan after 
July 1, 1983. 
This commitment shall expire on April 30, 1980 unless prior to that 
time written evidence is received by First Security that CMC has made the 
subject loan to Brent C. Hill and Russell M. Mangum. 
Dated this 31 day of March, 1980 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, N.A. 
Norval H. Lamb^t, Vice President 
o 
LORIN N. PACE #2498 
PACE & PARSONS 
350 South 400 East, Suite 101 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 364-1300 
Attorney for Defendant 
HLEOOiSnftgrC&tfOT 
Third Judicial District 
MAY - 1 1989 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
BRENT C. HILL, AUDREY HILL, 
RUSSELL W. MANGUM, CAROLE 
MANGUM, HILL MANGUM INVESTMENTS, 
a Utah General Partnership 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
Defendant. 
SECOND 
A F F I D A V I T 
OF NED R. FOX 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
SET ASIDE SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
C87~ 1M\ 
Civil No. 84-CV-1270 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
NED R. FOX being first duly sworn deposes and says: 
1. He is Principal Broker of Mr. Fox Marketing, Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 
2. He was the Real Estate Broker for Hill Mangum 
Investments from May 1983, until late 1987. He was responsible 
for marketing the Garden Tower Condominiums, located at 141 East 
2nd Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah during that time. 
3. During the time he was selling Garden Towers 
Condominiums he received at least 18 offers to purchase 
individual units, all of which were presented to Al Espy, Vice 
President of Sea First National Bank for approval and financing. 
All copies were provided to Al Espy and I retained no copies for 
Hill Mangum Investment. 
4. Mr. Al Espy, Vice President of Seattle First 
National Bank at a meeting at Garden Towers Condominiums in Salt 
Lake City in August of 1983, at which Al Espy, Jim Boswell, Brent 
Hill, Mike Lawrence and I were in attendance, directed me to 
present all the offers to purchase directly to him for approval 
and agreement. He stated to me that he had all authority in any 
decision concerning the Garden Towers Condominiums. He promised 
financing of all sales I would present, however, Sea First never 
responded to the applications. 
5. During the time I was marketing for Hill Mangum, 
Mr. Espy contacted me many times. He met with me in Salt Lake 
City to review offers. He promised financing, I know that no 
financing was ever provided on the applications submitted. 
6. On August 7, 1984, I became concerned about my 
commission on sales, the applications for which had been 
forwarded to Mr. Espy and I filed a lien on 8 properties. (See 
Exhibit A to Ned Fox Affidavit.) 
DATED this ^2$C day of tffyZ^r 1989. 
1 9 8 9 . 
NED R. FOX 
Subscribed and sworn before me t h i s day of Apri l , 
MY COMMISSION EXPJTO *L4&0. / \ tftittlJA , 
1-M fl^OWS^*^' NOTARY PU§Lt< 
*fS t r S j ^ V * 'f RESIDING IN SALT LAKE COUNTY 
. <r, r —<'<r~l 
r * w 9 w 
3978:275 NOTICE 
To Whom It May concern: 
The undersigned, a licensed real estate principal broker, asserts 
and holds a claim and lien, for the amounts hereafter indicated, on each of 
the following described real properties, in Salt Lake County, Utah: 
Units 401, 
504, 
601, 
702, 
704, 
706, 
806, 
904, 
Utah 84103. 
Garden Towers Condominiums, 141 2nd Avenue, Salt Lake City, 
In the sum of 3% of the amount of each sale, in reasonable broker's 
commission and compensation duly earned in undertaking, by Sales Agency Contract, 
dated 1-1-84, copy attached, and Independent Contractor's Agreement, dated 1-5-84, 
copy attached, to advertise, solicit, and find buyers and negotiate and effect 
sales of said real properties, said agreements specifying obligation of owner 
and obligor to pay a stated commission as a percentage of said sale, and which 
said sales were duly obtained in accordance with Earnest Money Receipts 
obtained by other brokers, duly executed by seller and buyer, which sales are 
not consumated to date but pending with financing and closings imminent. 
Dated August 7, 1984, 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
ss, 
^2^L 
ID RAY FOX, dBa HMI Marketing, Broker 
141 2nd Avenue 
Suite 402 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
Telephone: 531-0495 
Ned Ray Fox being duly sworn deposes and says that he made and exe-
cuted the foregoing Notice; that he is and was at all times referred therein 
*__*— u l- -»ni ^XJ^XJ-XX Krnlfor and nrincipal^iiroker with respect to the 
LORIN N. PACE #2498 
PACE & PARSONS 
350 South 400 East, Suite 101 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 364-1300 
Attorney for Defendant 
FILES DISTRICT COMflT 
Third Judicial District 
MAY - 1 1989 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
BRENT C. HILL, AUDREY HILL, 
RUSSELL W. MANGUM, CAROLE 
MANGUM, HILL MANGUM INVESTMENTS, 
a Utah General Partnership 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
Defendant. 
SECOND 
A F F I D A V I T 
OF J.R. BOSWELL 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
SET ASIDE SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
187- 7l><tf 
civil No. -fr^cv-jjaa-
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
J. R. Boswell, having been duly sworn upon his oath 
deposes and says: 
1. That I was Senior Vice-President of Citizens Bank, 
Ogden, Utah from September.1, 1980 until November, 1985. 
2. I have personal knowledge of Citizens Bank 
original loan to Hill-Mangum Investments for $3,800,000. I was 
given responsibility for this loan after John Pitcher left 
Citizens Bank, (John was the originating officer.) 
3. I represented Citizens Bank to Hill-Mangum 
Investments in this loan and was intimately familiar with most 
all areas of this project. 
4. On or about March of 1984, I traveled to Seattle 
First National Bank with Russell W. Mangum to talk to Al Espy, 
Vice President in Seattle Offices of Sea First, Russell Mangum 
and I met with Al Espy and Sherril, an assistant. Mr. Espy 
promised to provide financing for all unsold units and directed 
me to accept applications and forward them to him (Al Espy) for 
approval and funding of the loans. At this meeting, Russell 
Mangum requested individual financing. At this meeting, Mr. Espy 
directed Russell Mangum to change marketing agents and sales 
strategies. 
5. Mr. Espy travelled to Salt Lake from Seattle a 
number of times and looked at properties and loan requests and 
made site inspections. I accompanied him on these occasions. 
6. At a meeting on or about the 20th day of February, 
1989, at which just Mr. Espy and I were present, Mr. Espy told me 
that Citizens Bank had no say in any decisions regarding the Hill 
Mangum project, that Seattle First would direct the loan and 
would make all decisions whatsoever. Citizens role was to carry 
out the requests of Sea First and to correlate all matters with 
Mr. Espy. 
7. Following the meeting in Seattle with Mr. Espy, 
Ned Fox of Hill Mangum provided a number of applications to me to 
send to Al Espy. On these applications I never received a 
decision. 
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Dated this day of April, 1989. 
TT3 X B Q S we 11^  
Subscribed and sworn before me this day of April, 
1989. 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
S-IWz 
nd,iQuu,J JsiMt. V/Uf-
NOTARY PUBLIC 
RESIDING IN SALT LAKE COUNTY 
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LORIN N. PACE #2498 
PACE & PARSONS 
350 South 400 East, Suite 101 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 364-1300 
Attorney for Defendant 
Third Judicial District 
HAY - \ 1989 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
BRENT C. HILL, AUDREY HILL, 
RUSSELL W. MANGUM, CAROLE 
MANGUM, HILL MANGUM INVESTMENTS, 
a Utah General Partnership 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
Defendant* 
THIRD 
A F F I D A V I T 
OF RUSSELL W. MANGUM 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
SET ASIDE SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. C87-07694 
Judge Michael R. Murphy 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
RUSSELL W. MANGUM being duly sworn deposes and says: 
1. He is one of the Plaintiffs in the above action. 
2. He, together with another Plaintiff, Brent C. 
Hill, made application to First Security Bank (FSB) , for a loan 
to build what became known as Garden Tower Condominiums at 141 
East 2nd Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
3. Norvall Lambert, Senior Vice President, Real 
Estate Loans, of FSB, indicated that FSB would do the loan. He 
was then advised by his supervisors that the bank could not do 
so. 
4. Ben Christiansen, Vice President, FSB, advised us 
that FSB would give a "take out" commitment and that it would be 
possible to obtain a development loan. 
5. I, together with Ben Christiansen and Brent Hill 
on approximately March 1, 1980, contacted John Pitcher of 
Citizens Bank in their Salt Lake City office. We presented the 
proposed Garden Towers project to Pitcher at that time. We met 
with John Pitcher again after a few days in the Salt Lake office. 
He told us "it looked pretty good, but we would have to go to 
Seattle First National Bank with the loan package." 
6. We (Russell W. Mangum, and Ben Christiansen) went 
in March of 1980 to Sea First. There we talked to George Lovell, 
Vice President and his boss, Art Managree, Senior Vice President, 
at the Seattle Sea First offices. 
7. These gentlemen said that they would approve of 
making the loan and offered to increase the amount. We were told 
the papers would be handled by Citizens Mortgage in Ogden. 
8. On or about April 1, 1980, Brent C. Hill, Ben 
Christiansen and I at Citizens Bank, Salt Lake office met with 
John Pitcher. He told us that the money for this loan came from 
Sea First. 
9. On or about February 28, 1989, I read Exhibit B to 
Al Espy's Affidavit submitted by Defendants. That Affidavit 
states that Sea First had 100% of the loan and that Citizens had 
no interest (see Exhibit B to Al Espy's Affidavit attached to 
Defendants brief). 
10. On or about May 12, 1982, Brent Hill, Mike 
Lawrence and I visited with George Lovell and Ken Yokahama in the 
Seattle offices of Sea First. These men were Vice Presidents of 
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Sea First. During our meeting they told us that Sea First was 
purchasing Citizens and that Citizens would be the first Sea 
First outlet in Utah. See Exhibit A to Mangum Affidavit. 
11. Since April of 198fi) when the loan was made on 
Garden Towers, I observed that no decision on this loan was ever 
made on behalf of lender except by Sea First. 
12. I was one of the partners of Hill Mangum Invest-
ments. Together with Brent Hill we made all the decisions and 
communications regarding the Garden Towers Condominiums. On 
every occasion between April of 1980 until foreclosure we (Brent 
Hill and I) were directed to discuss the loan with Sea First. 
13. I traveled to Seattle perhaps six times and I met 
with Al Espy and an assistant named Sherril, George Lovell, Ken 
Yokahama, and Chuck Cato numerous times and presented sales, loan 
requests and modifications for approval. HMI furnished monthly 
written progress reports at the request of Sea First. 
14. Between August 1983 to the date of foreclosure, Ned Fox 
representing Hill Mangum Investments presented 18 offers to Sea 
First for long term financing. No copies of these applications 
were kept and none were returned by Sea First. We heard nothing 
from Sea First on these offers. 
15. In August of 1983 a meeting occurred at the Garden 
Towers Condominiums in Salt Lake City at approximately 3:00 p.m. 
Present were Al Espy, Jim Boswell, Brent Hill, Mike Lawrence, Ned 
Fox, and I. Al Espy said what this project needs is long term 
financing for the buyer. He said Seattle First will make the 
long term financing. 
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16. Because it appeared that our loan applications for long 
term financing were being ignored, Jim Boswell and I went to 
Seattle to talk to Al Espy on or about March of 1984. In Seattle 
offices of Sea First, we (Boswell and I) met with Al Espy and 
Sherril, an assistant. Mr. Espy promised to provide financing 
for all unsold units and directed Mr. Boswell to accept applica-
tions and forward them to him (Mr. Espy) for approval and funding 
of the loans. 
17. On or about October 2, 1982 at a meeting at Garden 
Towers Condominiums, Ken Yokahama of Seattle First National 
directed Brent Hill and me to use Gump and Ayers as real estate 
agents. He also said he wanted reports of sales meetings and 
staff meetings. I received a company letter from Ken Yokahama 
about December 12, 1986 - the letter is attached as Exhibit B to 
this Affidavit. 
Dated this #£ ^y^oTl^pr^Ll, 1989. 
Subscribed and sworn before /rfieT^ this \^Q\ JJ&y of April, 
NOTARY PUBtlC 
RESIDING IN SALT LAKE COUNTY 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
- 4 -
G-
£ LEFIRSTh nONALBANrt 
r
- -OVELL 
-1 • Region Manager 
i , v *din Area 
May 14 , 1982 
M?\ R*wit C, Hill. Partner 
Mr. Russell W. Mangum, Jr. Partner 
Mr. Mike Lawrence, Manager 
Hill-Mangum Investment 
133 First Avenue 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
Gentlemen: 
Both Ken and I certainly appreciate the time you took to come 
to Seattle the other day and explain to us the current status 
of Garden Towers along with considering our participation in 
the Ramada Renaissance Hotel in Salt Lake City. 
We at Seattle-First National Bank consider Hill-Mangum Invest-
ment as a valued customer and very much appreciate both the 
business relationship and the personal relationship we have 
established. Hopefully from this meeting we were able to 
relieve any concerns you had about our relationship. Please 
copy me with any correspondence you have with The Citizens 
Bank. This should help in the overall communications between 
the banks and youselves. 
Again, thank you for keeping us well informed. We look forward 
to & continued mutually beneficial relationship. 
Best personal regards. 
GEL/se 
10J1 "» URTH AVENUE / POST OFFICE BOX 3586 / SEATTLE WASHINGTON QftiPJ ; TFi FPHDNJK , -W, , . . ^ . 7 . , I • c\ 
CORRESPONDENT 
BANK DEPARTMENT 
Fit, r-0 
MAY 171S82 
HMI 
SEATTLE-FIRST'NATIONAL BANK CORRESPONDENT 
BANK DEPARTMENT 
<ENNETH M YOKOYAMA 
^sslstant Vice President - Rocky Mountain Area 
December 8, 1982 
Mr. Russell W. Mangum, Jr. 
Hill-Mangum Investment 
133 First Avenue 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
RE: Garden Towers/Gump and Ayers 
Dear Russ, 
It has been approximately one month since Gump and Ayers were hired 
as your marketing people for the Garden Towers project. It is our 
understanding that weekly staff meetings are being held to discuss 
sales progress. Both George and I would like to receive your up-
date letter on sales progress from Gump and Ayers if possible. It 
is our goal to attend your meetings should we be in Salt Lake City. 
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Sincerely, 
- ^ < w 
Kenneth M. Yokoyama 
KMY/se 
DEC 131982 
I 
i 
PACI i 3PAR80NI 
TelephOnai (801) 364-1300 
Attorney
 f o r Btiwwint 
JH THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
£522, f \ , H 1 L L ' AUD*E* HILL, 
£ ! £ & * Hi **••»«# CAROLS ' 
MAljaUM, MILL MANOUK INVESTMENTS, 
• Utah Oanarai Partnership ' 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
•EATTIl FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
Defendant* 
A F F I D A V I T 
OF BRENT C. HILL 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
SST ASIDS SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. C87-07694 
Ju^a Michael R. Murphy 
> 
ISA, 
STATS OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF g*LT u ^ j 
BRENT 0, HILL being duly sworn deposes and say at 
it Ha ia ona of the plaintiffs in the above action. 
a* H*# tofather with anothar plaintiff, Russell w. 
Mangum, made application to Firat Security Bank (FSB), for a loan 
to build what became known aa Oardan Towar Condominiums at 141 
last 2nd Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
3. Norvall Limbart, flanior vica preaident, Raal 
Batata Loana, of FSB, indicated that FSB would do tha loan. Ha 
was then advised by his supervisor! that the bank could not do 
so* 
4» Sen Chrietianaen, Vioa Praaident, FSB, advised me 
and Mangua that FSB would give a "take out" commitment and that 
QQG2S3 
„
 v~mm+„+* w oB^«m a aeveiopment loan. 
*• X« together with Ban Christiansen and Ruaeell W. 
Mangua en approximately Maroh lf isao, contaotad John Pltohar of 
Cittjsena Bank in thair salt take city office, Wa praaantad tha 
proposed Garden Towara project to pltohar at that time, Wa met 
with John Pltohar again after a faw daya in tha Salt Lake office. 
Ha told us «it looked pretty good, but we would have to go to 
Saattle First National Bank with the loan package." 
«. On or about April i, isso, Russall w. Mangua, Ban 
Chriatianaan and I at Citizens Bank, salt Lake office mat with 
John P'tcher, Ma told ua that the money for thia loan oame from 
flaa Pirat. 
?» On or about February it, 1989, i read Exhibit's to 
*1 Sspy'a Affidavit eubmitted by Defendants. That Affidavit 
•tataa that saa Firat had loot of the loan and that citisens had 
no interest (see sxhibit B to AI Sspy'e Affidavit attached to 
Defendant* brief), 
•• On or about Kay I t , 19B2, Russell w. Mangum, Mike 
Lawrence and I vieited with George Lovell and Xen Vokahama in tha 
•aattla officaa of Sea Pirat. <rheee n«n ware Vice Presidents of 
M e Pirat, During our weeting they told us that Sea Pirat was 
purchasing Citizens and that Citiaens would be the firat flea 
Pirst outlet in Utah. See Bxhibit A to Hill Affidavit. 
• » Binoe April of 198? when the loan was made on 
Garden Towers, i obaerved that no decision on this loan was ever 
made on behalf et lender exoept by Set first, 
10. I was one of the partnere of Hill Mangua inveat-
- a -
QQQ2S0 
*»*•.«.
 A99«vn«r V3.ZR Russell w, Mangum we made all tne decisions 
end communications regarding the Cardan Towers Condominiums. On 
every occasion between April of 19&0 until foreoioeure we 
(Russell W. Mangum end I) were directed to discuss the loan with 
flee Firat, 
11* X traveled to Seattle perhaps three timet and X 
net with M Espy and an assistant named Sherril, George Lovell, 
Ken yokahama, and ChuoJc Cato numerous times and presented sales, 
loan requests and modification* for approval. HMI furniehed 
monthly written progress reporte at the request of Sea Pint. 
12, Between August 1903 to the date of foreclosure, 
Wed Fox representing Hill Mangum investment* preaented 18 offers 
to Sea First for long term financing. No copiei of these 
applicatione were kept and none were returned by Sea First. We 
heard nothing from S«a piret on thesa offers. 
13, In August of 1983 a meeting occurred at the Garden 
Towers Condominiums in Salt Lake city at approximately 3too p.m. 
Present were Al 8spy, Jim Boswell, Russell Mangum, Mike Lawrence, 
Ned Fox, and X. Al Sspy said what this project needs is long 
term financing for the buyer. He said Seattle First will make 
the long tirm financing, 
14, on or about October 2, 1982 at a meeting at Garden 
Towers Condominiums, xen Vokahama of Seattle First National 
direoted Russell Mangum and me to use Gump and Ayere as real 
estate agents. He also said he wanted reports of sales meetings 
and staff meetings. z racaived a company letter from Ken 
Vokahama about December la, 1986 - the letter is attached as 
es J m 
Q0G.720 
Exhibit B to Hangutn Affidavit, 
Dated thii day e* April, «•»• 
Sttbaoribad and aworn bafora «a 
Braht c. Hill 
1«I9 
MV COMMISSION EXPIRESi 
RESIDING IN SALT LAKE COUNTY 
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UNITED STATES 
D?ST«5i.;r COURT ClSTRir,; or y r : H 
to 2 || * IH 
pUTY CLERK 
By 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF UTAH - CENTRAL DIVISION 
THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE 
CORPORATION, a corporation 
organized under the laws of the 
United States, in its 
corporate capacity, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
HILL MANGUM INVESTMENTS, et al., 
Defendants. 
HILL MANGUM INVESTMENTS, et al., 
Counterclaimants, 
-vs-
THE CITIZENS BANK, 
Counterdefendant. 
HILL MANGUM INVESTMENTS, et al., 
Third-Party 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
and JOHN DOES 1 through 10, 
Civil No. 86C-1020J 
FINAL JUDGMENT IN FAVOR 
OF FDIC AGAINST BRENT C. 
HILL, AUDREY C. HILL, 
RUSSELL W. MANGUM AND 
CAROLE J. MANGUM 
Third-Party 
Defendants. 
This matter came before the Court on Friday, March 18, 
1988, at 2:45 p.m., the Honorable Bruce S. Jenkins presiding. W. 
Cullen Battle and P. Bruce Badger appeared for the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC") and Lorin N. Pace appeared 
for defendants Brent C. Hill, Audrey C. Hill, Russell W. Mangum 
and Carole J. Mangum ("defendants"). The FDIC renewed its motion 
for summary judgment in light of W.T. Langley v. Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corp., 484 U.S. , 98 L.Ed. 2d. 340, 108 S.Ct. 
(1987), and the Court heard arguments on that motion. 
Based upon the arguments and statements of counsel, and 
the affidavits and memoranda in the file, the Court hereby enters 
the following findings and conclusions: 
1. A sale of the real property in question was held on 
February 9, 1988, pursuant to this Court's Summary Judgment, 
Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, dated September 3, 1987, 
resulting in a deficiency after the sale of $4,149,329.41, as of 
February 10, 1988. 
2. Defendants conceded that all of their defenses to 
the deficiency were barred as a matter of law, except for the 
following: (1) defenses relating to the alleged misapplication of 
payments to interest instead of principal; (2) defenses relating 
to the alleged improper fixing of the applicable rate of interest 
as based upon Seattle First National Bank's prime rate; and (3) 
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defenses relating to the Citizens Bank's alleged failure to 
obtain a takeout of the loan from First Security Bank, 
3. Concerning the defenses relating to the misapplica-
tion c loan payments, it is undisputed that the payments in 
question were applied first to interest and then to principal. 
It is further undisputed that the loan documents of record 
between defendants and The Citizens Bank provided that payments 
to be applied first to interest and then to principal. Defen-
dants' defenses therefore rest upon an oral modification of the 
loan documents or upon an oral side agreement respecting the 
application of loan payments. Accordingly, the Court concludes 
that these defenses are barred as a matter of law under Langley. 
4. Concerning defendants' defenses relating to the 
First Security loan takeout commitment, it is undisputed that the 
only written takeout commitment was between The Citizens Bank and 
First Security Bank. The defendants were not parties to that 
commitment and its written terms do not disclose any rights in 
favor of defendants. Accordingly, to the extent that defendants 
claim rights under that commitment as against the FDIC, their 
claims are barred as a matter of law under Langley. 
5. As to defendants prime rate defenses, defendants 
concede that they could have been overcharged no more than 
$250,000.00 in interest, due to the fact that the promissory 
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notes contained an interest floor of fifteen percent (15%). The 
FDIC volunteered to waive the $250,000.00 in disputed interest in 
return for the entry of judgment as to the remaining amount of 
the deficiency. 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and 
other good cause appearing therefore, 
THE COURT HEREBY ENTERS JUDGMENT in favor of the FDIC 
against defendants Brent C. Hill, Audrey C. Hillf Russell W^ 
Mangum and Carole J. Mangum, in the amount of $3,960,874.40 
through March 17, 1988, with post judgment interest thereafter as 
provided by law. The Court hereby directs the entry of final 
judgment as to the FDIC's claims against said defendants and 
expressly determines that there is no just reason for delay for 
the entry of such judgment. 
BY THE COURT: 
pies railed to counsel 5/2/88mw 
W. Cullen Battle, Esq. 
Maxwell Miller Esq. 
Joseph Anderson, AUSA 
Lorin N. Pace, Esq. 
Kent Shearer, Esq. 
Herschel Saperstein, Esq. 
John L. McCoy, Esq. 
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Approved as to form: 
W. Cullen Battle 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
Attorneys for the 
Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation 
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Lorin N. Pace 
Attorney for Defendants 
Brent C. Hill, Audrey C. 
Hill, Russell W. Mangum 
and Carole J. Mangum 
032888A 
LORIN N. PACE #2498 
350 South 400 East, Suite 101 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 364-1300 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
FILED 
DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Pi! '83 
i:-. :CT 
COUR* ^f^U^W 
BRENT C. HILL, AUDREY HILL, 
RUSSELL W. MANGUM, CAROLE 
MANGUM, HILL MANGUM INVESTMENTS, 
a Utah General Partnership 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
Defendant. 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
NEAL R. WILSON 
IN OPPOSITION 
SUMMARY JUDGEMENT 
OF DISMISSAL 
TO 
Civil No. C87-07694 
Judge Michael R. Murphy 
STATE OF UTAH 
Countv of Salt Lake 
NEAL R. WILSON being first duly sworn deposes and says: 
1. I am a resident of Ogden, Utah and between March 1, 
1980 and March 1, 1985, I was employed by Citizens Bank of Utah. 
During all of this time I was Vice President, or Executive Vice 
President. When Hill Mangum Investment (Brent C. Hill and 
Russell W. Mangum) obtained a $3,300,000 loan to develop the 
Garden Towers Condominium project at 141 East 2nd Avenue, Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 
2. In April of 1980 I received a telephone call from Mr. 
Art Managree, Vice President of Seattle First National Bank of 
Seattle, Washington to request that Citizens Bank be a small 
participant in the above named $3,300,000 loan that Sea First 
wanted to make to Hill Mangum Investment on the Garden Towers 
Project. Within a few days the proposed loan was discussed at a 
Citizens Bank loan committee meeting at which I was present. The 
committee gave approval for Citizens Bank to be a participant. 
Citizens Bank compensation in this transaction was a $90,000 loan 
fee that was earned by Citizens Mortgage a subsidiary of Citizens 
Bank for originating this loan between Sea First and Citizens 
Banks with Hill Mangum Investment as the borrower. Having first 
hand knowledge about all the circumstances of Citizens Bank, I 
can say that this was a loan that Citizens Bank could not have 
made on its own because of the small amount of capital at that 
time. 
3. In March of 1980, Citizens Bank was given a take-out 
loan commitment from First Security Bank of Utah for Hill Mangum 
Investment. In this correspondence First Security Bank agreed 
that no later than July 1, 1983 the outstanding loan balance at 
that time was to be purchased by First Security Bank thereby 
repaying Sea First the outstanding balance of the loan made to 
Hill Mangum. See letter Exhibit A. 
4. During the time I was employed at Citizens Bank as 
their Vice President, or Executive Vice President, various 
personnel of Seattle First National Bank exercised all authority 
and made all decisions concerning this loan. 
5. In May of 1983, Mr. Chuck Cato, Vice President of 
Seattle First National Bank, discussed correspondance with First 
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Security Bank in preparation to deliver this loan to them under 
the terms of their take-out commitment for Hill Mangum 
Investment. 
6. On May 10, 1983, I wrote to Norval Lambert, Senior Vice 
President of First Security Bank wherein I notified First 
Security Bank of the intent to deliver this loan in accord with 
their commitment letter. See letter Exhibit B. 
1. William Starkweather, Vice President of First Security 
Bank wrote back to me confirming their requirements May 20, 1983. 
See letter Exhibit C. 
8. I wrote back to them complying with all of their 
requirements on June 3. 1983. See letter Exhibit D. 
9. Mr. William Starkweather, Vice President of First 
Security Bank wrote again to me on June 13, 1983 with further 
requirements. In this letter I was advised for the first time 
that First Security Bank required a Certificate of Completion 
from a different architect firm (David* McKay), previously the 
firm of Mclntire Association had been approved by First Security. 
(See letter Exhibit E) . As Mclntire had approved construction 
draw requests up to completion. Mr. Starkweather had previously 
required me to contact Mclntire for a duplicate certification. 
10. I again wrote to First Security Bank on June 24, 1983 
answering their requirements. In this letter I stated that I had 
provided plans and information to Mr. David McKay, architect. 
See Exhibit F. 
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11. Mr. Mark Howell, Vice President of First Security Bank, 
wrote to me on June 28, with further requests and set a Closing 
time of 3:00 p.m. on July 1, 1983. See letter Exhibit G. 
12. On July 1, 1983, I went to First Security Bank to 
deliver the loan as requested. I hand carried my letter dated 
July 1, 1983, which explained the difficulties Citizens Bank had 
encountered in compliance with the request made by First Security 
Bank in the last few days. See letter Exhibit H. 
13. At the meeting attended by Mark Howell, Von D. 
Callister and others of First Security Bank, Mark Howell gave me 
another letter stating our tender was defective. (See letter 
Exhibit I) I requested a 30 day extension in order to satisfy 
these stated defects. Mark Howell denied my request. 
14. I returned to my office and called Mr. Chuck Cato at 
Sea First. I related that First Security Bank had refused our 
loan delivery. Mr. Cato told me to let Sea First deal directly 
with First Security Bank. He stated that Sea First had many 
direct transactions with First Security Bank and would handle 
everything concerning this matter. Mr. Cato stated that citizens 
Bank should not interfere any further with the commitment. I 
followed the instruction of Mr. Cato and had no further 
communication with First Security Bank regarding the sale of the 
loan. 
Dated this 1~Z- day of May, 1989. 
Neal R.\ Wilson 
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Subscribed and sworn before me this /<£- day of May, 1989. 
IOTARY PUBLIC 
RESIDING IN -SALT LAKE COUNTY 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
/6 -J?*'-?? 
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
MfMftU FltST SICUIITY COIPOIATION SYSTIM OF BANKS 
POST OFFICE IOX 720. 405 SOUTH MAIN STKECT 
SAIT lAKf CITY, UTAH 14110 
March 31t 1980 
Citizens Mortgage Company 
285 West No. Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Gentlemen: 
By this let ter , First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. (First Security) 
agrees on the terms and conditions set forth below to buy from Citizens 
Mortgage Company (CMC) a construction loan made by CMC to Brent C. Hi l l 
and Ruse~11 M. Mangum not to exceed an original loan amount of $3,300,000.00 
The terms and conditions to be satisfied before First Security shall 
buy the loan are as follows: 
1 . The loan must be secured by a valid f i rst lien on a completed 
9 story high-rise condominium project containing 39 units. 
An architect approved by First Security shall certify completion 
according to plans and specifications previously approved by First 
Security. At such time as the plans and specifications are 
submitted to First Security for approval, they shall be accompanied 
by a detailed Cost Breakdown, a Legal Description of the real 
property, al l legal documents to be used for creation of the 
condominium, and Appraisal and Market Study prepared by a level 3 
FNMA appraiser and such other documents as First Security may 
reasonably require in order to underwrite the project. 
2. The property shall be free from mechanics liens or other 
encumberances which would interfere with sales of individual 
units at the time that First Security purchases the loan. 
3. No portion of the security shall have been released except 
that individual condominium units may have been released 
i f the $3,300,000.00 original loan amount is reduced by the 
larger of the following amounts: 
a. 80S of the sales price of the unit, or 
b. The original loan amount divided by the total number 
of units in the project, with the result multiplied 
by 120%. 
EXHIBIT "A" 
AfV~' I ' M 
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Citizens Mortgage Company March 31, 1980 Page 2 
4. The loan amount shall be equivalent to the actual cost of 
construction of the units, or less, and shall not include 
land costs or profit to the developer. The land shall be 
owned by the developer free and clear of liens or encumberances 
at the time the loan is made. There shall be no subordination 
of the interest of any other party to the l ien. 
5. Interest shall be paid current to the day First .Security 
purchases the loan. 
6. At the time that First Security buys the loan, the loan shall 
bear interest at a rate which meets the approval of First 
Security or the interest rate shall be subject to being 
modified by First Security without any requirement that the 
borrower approve the amendment. i ~ < - A V « ^ , «W*-*M—.. p-«. ,*«**~st-
7. CMC shall account to First Security and demonstrate that al l *•** * w 
funds have been disbursed for construction costs to the best of "Tr*"*" Sr*r 
CMC's knowledge. w ™ i w 
8. CMC shall give First Security 30 days written notice of CMC's 
intent to sell the loan to First Security. The notice shall 
he addressed to Norval H. Lambert, First Security Bank of 
Utah, N.A., Mortgage Loan Department, 405 South Main Street, 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111. The notice shall not be given 
less than 35 months from the date the loan is closed nor shall 
i t be given more than 38 months after the loan is closed 
and in no event shall First Security buy the loan after 
July 1 , 1983. 
This commitment shall expire on April 30, 1980 unless prior to that 
time written evidence is received by First Security that CMC has made the 
subject loan to Brent C. Hi l l and Russell M. Mangum. 
Dated this 31 day of March, 1980 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, N.A. 
Norval H. Lambet^ , Vice President 
13fr CITIZENS BANK 
2168 Washington Blvd 
P.O. Bos 669 
Ogden. Utah 84401 
801 394-4531 May 10, 1983 
Mr, Norval H. Lambert 
First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. 
Mortgage Loan Department 
405 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Re: First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. Commitment Letter 
dated March 31, 1980, as amended April 15, 1980, 
May 29, 1981 and March 30, 1982 — Hill/Mangum Condo 
Project, 2nd Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah 
Dear Mr. Lambert: 
In accordance with the terms of the above referenced commitment, 
notice is hereby given of the intent of The Citizens Bank to sell 
the loan to First Security. We propose that a closing of the 
transaction occur 30 days from today. All requirements for your 
purchase have or will be met by the time of closing. Please contact 
the undersigned with reference to the acquistiion of information 
and the preparation of documents to effect this closing. 
Yours truly, 
THE CITIZEN'S BAK' 
l son 
E x e c u t i v e V ice P r e s i d e n t 
NRW:nib 
cc: Stewart Cam, Sea-First 
Brent IIill 
^K'-<//^/'r' & 
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f^C* 
feti lumnuiu Bank *,rlihili 
NATIONAl ASSOCIATION 
MEMBER FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION SYSTEM OF BANKS 
POST OFFICE BOX 30011. 79 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84130 
May 20, 1983 
Mr. Neal R. Wilson 
Executive Vice President 
Citizens Bank 
2168 Washington Boulevard 
Box 669 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Dear Mr. Wilson: 
1 have been asked to respond to your letter dated May 10, 1983, addressed 
to Norval H. Lambert, concerning a First Security commitment letter dated 
March 31, 1980. I would appreciate your help in collecting some 
information concerning the matter. It would help me if you would send to 
me the following information: 
1. Photocopies of the commitments referenced in your May 10, 1983 letter, 
together with any other amendments of supplements thereto, which you might 
have. 
2. A statement of the present loan balance and the date to which interest 
is paid 
3. A list of the condominium units which have been released from the lien 
securing your loan, together with the principal reduction paid against the 
loan pertaining to each one of the condominium units which has been 
released. 
4. A copy of the Note, Deed of Trust and Policy of Title Insurance 
pertaining to the loan mentioned in your May 10, 1983 letter. 
I would like the opportunity to review the information described above. 
After I have had the opportunity to review the material, I would appreciate 
the opportunity to meet with you to discuss it. 
Sincerely, 
William H. Starkweather 
WHS:rl 
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13* CITIZENS BANK 
2168 Washington Blvd 
P.O. Be 669 
Ogden, Utah £4401 
801394-4531 June 3 , 1983 
Mr. William H. Starkweather 
Vice President 
First Security Bank of Utah 
Post Office Box 30011 
Salt take City, Utah 84130 
Dear tfr. Starkweather: 
Re: Hill-Mangum Investments 
In compliance with the request in your lettet of May 20, 1983, I am enclosing 
the following materials to assist in your repurchase of the referenced: 
1. Copv of the oxigisval coxmitmetit to purchase the ftill-Maft&\usk 
loan from Citizens Mortgage Company dated March 31, 1980, 
with amendments dated April 15, 1980, May 29, 1981 and 
March 30, 1982. 
2. A statement listing the current loan balance at $2,366,095.13 
with unpaid interest from May 1, 1982. 
3. The statement also contains an itemized list of the condominium 
units that have been sold and released and the principal reduction 
that was applied to the loan for each release. 
4. A copy of the Promissory Note and Tirust Deed dated April 22, 1980, 
together with replacement notes and loan modification agreements 
dated October 16, 1981 and April 15, 1982. 
5. A copy of the Policy of Title Insurance dated April 23, 1980. 
I hope the above will be sufficient. If you need any additional information, 
please do not hesitate to calL me. 
Yours truly, r\ 
TfiF^XTIZENS^NK \ I 
Noal ^Awilson 
Executive Vice President 
NRW:nb 
cc : Chuck Cato, S e a - F i r s t 
Jim B^sweLl 
l i l l i ^ n 
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2 urn Investments 
Jiircst luranniu Bairfc mBialt 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
MEMBER FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION SYSTEM OF BANKS 
POST OFFICE BOX 30011, 79 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84130 
June 13, 1983 
Neal R. Wilson 
Executive Vice President 
Citizens Bank 
2168 Washington Blvd. 
Box 669 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
CERTIFIED MAIL 
Re: Garden Towers Condominium Project 
Hill Mangum Investment Co. 
Dear Mr. Wilson: 
We have received the copies of the documentation requested in our 
letter of May 20, 1983 and are prepared to purchase the construction 
loan of Citizens Mortgage Company to Brent C. Hill and Russell A. 
Mangum in accordance with the terms and conditions of the commitment 
letter of First Security Bank of Utah, N.A., dated March 31, 1980, as 
thrice amended by letters issued April 15, 1980, May 29, 1981 and March 
30, 1982. Inasmuch as First Security is not willing to extend the term 
of the Commitment and because it will be necessary for First Security 
to carefully review the documentation of the file and other 
documentation of the loan, it is important that Citizens Mortgage 
Company make tender of the loan files and other documentation to First 
Security at least five business days prior to the expiration date. 
First Security will require the tender of documentation sufficient to 
enable it to ascertain if each term and condition of the commitment 
letters has been met and satisfied, and particularly requests the 
tender of the following (not to exclude all other items of 
documentation associated with such construction loans): 
A. Evidence (in the form of a binding commitment to issue title 
insurance, from Security Title Company or Associated Title 
Company) that the loan is secured by a valid first lien free 
of any encumbrances including inchoate mechanics liens and 
subordinated interests in the project. 
Neal R. Wilson 
Page two 
B. Evidence of the completion of the project in accordance with 
the plans and specifications submitted to First Security for 
approval as certified by an architect approved by First 
Security. David McKay of the firm Scott, Louie 4 Browning, 
has been contacted by First Security and is an architect 
acceptable to First Security. 
C. Evidence that all funds drawn by the borrowers under the 
Citizens Mortgage Company loans have been utilized for the 
construction of the project, but not including land costs or 
profit to the developers. (Copies of draw requests and copies 
of checks issued by Citizens Mortgage Company will need to be 
examined by First Security, and in the event that the 
borrowers paid such construction expenses directly from a 
construction loan account, copies of checks drawn on such 
account should also be available for inspection.); 
D. Evidence that all interest costs incurred in connection with 
the construction loan have been paid to date by the borrowers. 
E. Evidence that the sale proceeds from the sale of condominium 
units to date have been applied as required by the commitment 
letters; and 
F. Evidence of compliance by Citizens Mortgage Company with the 
other terms and conditions of the commitment letters. 
We would appreciate your earliest response so that we may begin our 
review of the loan documentation. 
Very truly yours, 
William H. Starkweather 
Vice President 
WHS:rl 
ear 
* CITIZENS BANK 
,68 Washington Blvd 
P.O. BON 669 
Ogden. Utah 84401 
801394-4531 J u n e 2 4 , 1983 
Mr, William H, Starkweather 
Vice President 
First Security Bank of Utah 
P.O. Box 30011 
79 So. Main 
Salt Lake City, UT 84130 
Re: Garden Towers Condominium Project 
Dear Mr. Starkweather: 
In response to your letter of June 13, 1983, I am enclosing the 
following information for your review: 
A. A copy of an updated P.R. from Associated Title 
Company on the property. There are some liens 
showing that have not been cleared but they do 
not interfere with the sale of individual units 
and, therefore, comply with paragraph 2 of the 
commitment letter dated March 31, 1980. 
B. Sufficient information regarding plans, specifications, 
etc., is being provided to David McKay. We would hope 
that the Mas built" certification can be forwarded by 
him to you shortly. 
C. Enclosed are copies of the appropriate draw requests 
and disbursements for your rpview. 
D. Interest due our loan is still outstanding but we have 
arranged with Hill-Mangum to advance to them, under a 
new loan arrangement, all funds necessary to pay interest 
to the date of the sale. This will be done when a closing 
date is established. 
E. In the previous packet provided to you, we included a 
list of condominium units sold and the amount of principal 
reduction applied toward the loan in exchange for their 
release. 
<v 
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William H. Starkweather 
First Security Bank of Utah 
June 24, 1983 - Page 2. 
F. To my knowledge, any other conditions of the comnitment 
letters have been complied with. Should you feel this is 
not the case, please contact me Immediately so that we 
may remedy any shortfall. 
We are prepared to close this transaction wither on June 30 or 
July 1, 1983, at your convenience. Please let me know your preference. 
Yours truly, 
THE CITIZENS BANK 
Seal R. Wilson 
Executive Vice President 
NRW:nb 
enc/ 
j f e l firanpiht IBank tfHlnh 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
MEMIft FUST SECURITY CORPORATION SYSTEM OP RANKS 
POST OFFICE BOX 3 0 0 1 1 , 79 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84125 
June 28, 1983 
Neal R. Wilson 
Executive Vice President 
The Citizens Bank 
2168 Washington Boulevard 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Re: Garden Towers Condominium Project 
Dear Mr. Wilson: 
Citizens Mortgage Company's tender of the documentation 
required in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 
amended commitment letter of First Security Bank of Utah, N.A. 
("First Security") originally dated March 31, "1980 and amended 
by letters issued April 15, 1980, May 29, 1981 and March 30, 
1982, was received in this office on June 24, 1983 at 
approximately 4:00 P.M. We have reviewed the documentation 
which accompanied your letter dated June 24, 1983, and have 
determined that Citizens Mortgage Company ("Citizens") has 
not yet supplied sufficient information and documentation 
evidencing compliance with the terms and conditions of the 
commitment letter as amended. It is impossible for First 
Security to make a final determination with respect to the 
tender unless and until Citizens tenders the backup document-
ation requested in William Starkweather's letter of June 13, 
1983. 
1. We find it somewhat disingenuous for Citizens to 
claim that the unpaid tax liens and mechanics liens 
disclosed on commitment for title insurance no. P28540 
(the "Commitment11) "... do not interfere with the sale of 
individual units." First Security requires that the Trust 
Deed be a "valid first lien" and it is patently clear 
that unpaid tax liens constitute a prior encumbrance and 
that unsatisfied mechanics liens (at least one of which 
appears to be in the process of foreclosure) are potential 
prior encumbrances, all of which must be satisfied or 
released before clear title can be conveyed to purchasers 
of the condominium units. (The Commitment bears no 
validating Signature and it is not possible- to verify 
vvr.ich title ccrrpany actually issued the Cer.rr.itmc-nt .) 
s^sr/y //?/ ?~ sz 
Neal R. Wilson 
June 28, 1983 - .Nc* 
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2. We still await receipt of the certification by 
David McKay of the completion of the project in accordance 
with the plans and specifications previously approved by 
First Security. 
3. We received copies of the draw requests and budgets 
of the borrower accompanied by copies of drafts and 
cashiers1 checks drawn payable to the borrower, Hill Mangum 
Investments. However, each such draft and cashier's check 
appears to have been deposited directly into a demand deposit 
account with Citizens Bank (account number 30-00C36-1) 
which account constituted the actual disbursing account to 
the various subcontractors and materialmen. Therefore, 
Citizens has available to it the account records pertaining 
to such disbursements and Citizens can verify with relative 
accuracy if, in fact, such funds were used by the borrower 
to pay only the construction costs of the project. First 
Security requests that these account records be made available 
for its inspection to ascertain compliance with the commitment 
letter as amended. 
4. First Security is presently attempting to verify that 
the proceeds from various sales of units have been properly 
applied in accordance with the terms of the commitment 
letter as amended. As requested in William Starkweather's 
letter of June 13, 1983, additional evidence must needs 
be supplied and made available for First Security's inspection, 
in the form of a loan history accompanied by copies of 
closing statements respecting the sales of such units 
(assuming that such documentation is available to the 
borrower and/or to Citizens). 
5. Inasmuch as the closing date must be scheduled no 
later than July 1, 1983 (we suggest the hour of 3:00 P.M. 
in the offices of First Security at 79 South Main Street, 
Salt Lake City), First Security will require the payment 
of interest on the loan through such date. 
Inasmuch as First Security does not intend to further extend 
the termination date of the commitment letter as amended, your 
prompt response is requested. 
Very truly yours, 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, N.A. 
Ey: * 
Vice President 
» CITIZENS BANK 
1168 Washington Blvd 
P.O. Box 669 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
801 394-4331 July 1 , 1983 
Mr. William H. Starkweather 
Vice President 
F ir s t Security Bank of Utah 
P.O. Box 30011 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84130 
Dear Mr. Starkweather: 
Citizens is prepared to close the sale of the Garden Towers 
Condominium project and tenders the original documents and agrees 
to assign its interest in the project to First Security Bank. 
In regard to Mr. Mark Howell's letter of June 28, 1983, I make 
the following comments: 
1. The P.R. issued by Associated Title Company shows 
all liens,with the possible exception of the 
property tax liens, to be junior to the position 
you would be assuming. In checking with Hill-Mangum 
and Associated Title, the majority of the liens 
shown are either outdated or have been satisfied 
and none would materially interfere with individual 
unit sales. 
2. Due to the time limits involved, Mr. David McKay is 
noc able to provide an "as built11 certificate at this 
time. If it is required that Mr. McKay furnish this 
certificate, then additional time would need to be 
provided to obtain this, as he was chosen by First 
Security. A certification from Helen Mclntyre, AIA, 
who was the project architect, could be obtained much 
sooner. 
3. We are conducting research of the construction account 
(30-00836-1) to obtain copies of all checks used to 
disburse funds in the project. This is extremely time 
consuming and appears to be somewhat out of the ordinary 
course of business that has been conducted by First 
Security in the past. We fee] that the information 
provided should be sufficient to fulfil] this request. 
^X/S/^/T'' fS 
Mr. William H. Starkweather 
First Security Bank of Utah 
July 1, 1983.- Page 2. 
4. Close Statements have not been made available to the 
bank. Proceeds of all sales have been applied as 
required under the commitment. 
5. We expect First Security to fund only the unpaid 
principal balance of $2,366,095.13. Any unpaid 
interest is paid by Hill-Mangum by way of a new 
loan arrangement. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Your" very truly, 
THE CITIZENS BANK 
Seal Pv. Wilson 
Executive Vice President 
KRW:nb 
jfiral Sfiflipitu IvmiknrHinli 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
MEMBER FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION SYSTEM OF BANKS 
POST OFFICE BOX 30011. 79 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84130 
July 1, 1983 
Neal R. Wilson 
Executive Vice President 
Citizens Bank 
2168 Washington Blvd. 
Box 669 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
Re: Garden Towers Condominium Project 
Dear Mr. Wilson: 
Citizens Mortgage Company's tender of documentation in accordance with 
the terms and conditions of First Security Bank of Utah's commitment 
letter dated March 31, 1980, is deemed to be defective for the following 
reasons (not to exclude other possible defects which may, upon further 
examination, become apparent): 
1. All liens and encumbrances on the project, including unpaid tax 
liens, have not been released and First Security has received no 
binding, validated commitment for a policy of mortgagee's insurance. 
2. No "as built" certification by any architect (David McKay or by any 
other architect) has been tendered; 
3. Interest on the note has not been paid through July 1, 1983 as 
required. 
4. First Security is not satisfied that all of the proceeds of the 
construction loan were utilized in constructing the project, 
however, you have agreed to provide further evidence of your 
compliance within a reasonable period in the form of copies of the 
cancelled checks actually paid to the materialmen and 
subcontractors. 
5. First Security is not satisfied that all proceeds from the sale of 
individual units were applied as required in the commitment letters 
as amended, however, you have stated an intent to provide further 
information to First Security in an attempt to satisfy the 
requirement. 
^K^//^' *~ ^ 
Mr. Neal Wilson 
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6, In addition, First Security has reason to believe that the project 
has not been completed in accordance with the plans and 
specifications. 
For these reasons, First Security Bank of Utah declines to purchase the 
said loan and takes the position that its* obligation to purchase the 
loan expires as of this date. 
Respectfully yours, 
FIRST SECURITY BANK OF UTAH, N.A. 
BY - ^ ^ r r ,±£—V-^ 
Mark D. Howell ' 
Vice President 
MDH:rl 
/ l i - . j *«-«** • •< i 
LORIN N. PACE #2498 
PACE & PARSONS 
350 South 400 East, Suite 101 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 364-1300 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
BRENT C. HILL, AUDREY HILL, 
RUSSELL W. MANGUM, CAROLE 
MANGUM, HILL MANGUM INVESTMENTS, 
a Utah General Partnership : A F F I D A V I T 
Plaintiffs, : of Benjamin H. Christiansen 
vs. : 
: Civil No. C87-07694 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, : 
Defendant. : Judge Michael R. Murphy 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Benjamin H. Christiansen being first duly sworn deposes 
and says: 
1. He was Vice President of First Security National 
Bank (FSB), Salt Lake City, Utah from 1977 until March 10, 1983. 
2. He was the loan officer for projects that Hill-
Mangum Investments (HMI) were developing and specifically for a 
project at 141 East 2nd Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah known as 
Garden Towers. 
3. Hill-Mangum Investments (HMI) made a loan request 
to my superior, Norval Lambert (Senior Vice President of FSB) 
which was approved. 
FILED IN CLERK'S O W C I 
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4. Nerval Lambert th^n notified me that due to a 
temporary shortage of available Cunds for projects due to a large 
investment in a Palm Springs project, that there would be a delay 
of 90 days and that HMI needed to proceed sooner. He stated that 
FSB would be willing to give a "take out" loan commitment letter 
to enable another bank to make the loan immediately. 
5. With this in mind, I called on John Pitcher, Vice 
President of Citizens Mortgage, and presented it to him. He 
advised in a few days that everything looks good and that he had 
talked with members of Seattle First National Bank (Sea First), 
Seattle, Washington and that they were interested in doing the 
loan. 
6. John Pitcher told me that HMI would need to take 
the loan package to Sea First. He also stated that I needed to 
go along to help present the proposal. 
7. In early 1980 I accompanied Russell Mangum to Sea 
First in Seattle in an endeavor to gain loan approval. We met 
with George Lovell, Vice President, and Art Managree, Senior Vice 
President. They approved the loan request. 
8. Soon after our return, I prepared and delivered a 
signed take-out loan commitment letter to Citizens Mortgage for 
the benefit of HMI. 
9. I was directed by my superior Mr. Lambert to 
closely follow the project. I attended all monthly job construc-
tion meetings to represent FSB interests. 
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10. At all times Citizens representatives directed me 
to contact Sea First for any modifications or considerations 
concerning the take-out loan commitment. 
11. There were several take-out loan commitment 
modifications requested by Sea First which were completed and 
executed directly between FSB and Sea First. 
12. I signed one or more of the take-out loan commit-
ments for FSB on behalf of HMI. 
13. I followed this project very closely. I felt that 
the project was constructed according to all agreed requirements 
and marketed very satisfactorily during the time I was monitoring 
it. I fully expected that FSB would honor the take-out loan 
commitment, until I was told by my superiors that because of 
another non-related commitment to First Security bank made by 
Seattle First National Bank, which had not been honored, they (my 
superiors) were not going to honor FSB commitment on the Garden 
Towers Condominium to Citizens/Seattle First National Bank. 
Dated this / / ^ day of April, 1989 
/ 
Benj ami^ H. dhristiansen 
Subscribed and sworn before me this / L\ l day of April, 
1989. 
zzSfc }j-±j-NOTARY PtTfeLIf 
RESIDING IN SALT LAXE COUNTY 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
